MOD CENTURY

Jenn Ski

A modern take on the fabric design style of the ‘50s and ‘60s, Jenn Ski’s Mod Century collection brings back the mod aesthetic with a twist. New forms co-exist on the fabric with pods, stars and other classic elements in updated colors that bring out the fun, playful quality of these amazing designs. The different fabrics compliment each other beautifully, making the collection great for quilts, bedding and decorative projects that are sure to be loved by kids and adults alike.
Delivery August

Skus: 40 Prints 44”-45” 100% Premium Cotton

Asst. 30510-15 – 15 Yards of Each
Asst. 30510-12 – 12 Yards of Each
Asst. 30510-10 – 10 Yards of Each
Asst. 30510-10H – 10 Yards of 20 Skus

30510AB – Bundle: 40 Skus -18” x 22”
30510F8 – Bundle: 40 Skus - Min. 2
30510JR – Jellyroll (40) 2 ½”x45” Strips - PK 4
30510LC – Layer Cake (42) 10”x10” Squares - PK 4
30510PP – (42) 5”x5” Squares - PK 12
PS30510 – Project Sheets - PK 25